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June Newsletter 2018
May and June have been the months of exhibitions in Brighton and Hove. Both of which were
extended until the end of June so if you are off to the coast to enjoy this amazing weather, then do
pop in, you can even get coffee at the Sunshine Arts and Books Café at Hove Manor.
Limited Edition Prints

I am very excited to announce that my Limited Edition Print range is finally here. It has taken me several
months to find a product that matches my fussy perfectionism! I was thrilled to find an amazing quality
paper and inks that are both vibrant and have longevity. They are all Giclee prints that are Fine Art quality
on archival paper with pigment inks, and naturally signed and numbered by yours truly!
They are very small print runs of either 20 or 30, and have started to sell well, so snap yours up soon to
avoid disappointment... 😊
Can’t see the painting you like? Contact me, and it maybe my next in the range as I will be adding to this
range.
http://claireharrisonart.tictail.com/products/prints/limited-editions

It’s All About Art
Don’t miss my latest blog, discussing the environment, art
and my love of the cycle of regeneration in nature.
Last month was all about the importance of humanity’s
relationship with nature and this month is about my
series ‘Fading Blooms’ series which looks at the beauty in
dying flowers.
https://www.claireharrison.co.uk/All%20About%20Art%20Blog.html

My latest work in progress, based upon the ‘Fading
Blooms’ of Roses and will be part of the same series. Only
the bottom right flower is finished the others are in
various stages of being painted with their under colours.
This was inspired by my ‘Art Seasonally’ project looking at
the changing seasons.

Thank you for actively signing up to my newsletter, I send this out approximately once a month.
Your data is kept securely by Claire Harrison. You can view your data on request to me via email.
For specific details on how your data is used and stored, please request my GDPR policy.

If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter, please do not hesitate to email me at
art@claire-harrison.co.uk and I will remove your email address from my contact list and email you
confirmation that I have done this.

